JEBALI ACHREF

SMT PROGRAMMER

Age:32 years
Nationality : Tunisian.
Address : Sminja 1131 Zaghouan, Tunisia
Mobile: + 216 25 797 488
E-mail: jebali_achref@yahoo.fr

OBJECTIVE
Looking for engineering position in Process, Production, Manufacturing and Industrial Engineering teams to use my
creative ability and make an impact.

AEREA SKILLS
- Good knowledge of all phases, process and
production technique of electronic cards.
- Mastery of the principles of industrial
maintenance.
- Good knowledge and good experience in
programming and operation of the SMT pick
and place machines, AOI, printers paste,
reflow ovens, paste inspection, conformal
coating dispenser.
- Good knowledge of ISO 90001, ESD, and
IPC-610 (Acceptability of Electronics
Assembly)
-Basic knowledge of J-STD-001
(Requirements for Soldered Electrical and
Electronic Assemblies)
-Basic Knowledge of IPC 7711/7721 (Rework,
Modification and Repair of Electronic
Assemblies)
- Good knowledge in installation of siemens
SIPLACE architecture (server, client,
traceability service, EDM)
- Computer development (VB.net, VB6.0, C #,
JAVA, C ++, WINDEV, PHP, HTML, ...)
- Mastery of computer maintenance
(Hardware + Software).
-Management of computer equipment, system
and network administration.

Langue:
English : very good command
Frensh : excellent command / highly proficient
in spoken and written Frensh

Software skills :
Microsoft Office Pack,
Photoshop,Matlab,autocad,Solidworks,
Offi365,SAP,SHERPA.Gcplace...
Data Bases : Access,SQL, MySQL,...
Operating Systeme and network:
Windows Server,GPO...
Devolopping:
VB.net,VB6.0,C#,JAVA,C++,WINDEV,PHP,H
TML..)

PROFESSIONEL EXPERIENCES
Since 06/2014-to day
Zriba - Tunisia

LACROIX ELECTRONICS TUNISIA, AMONGST THE TOP 10
EUROPEAN EMS.

SMT PROGRAMMER
-Focused on the implementation of continuous improvement for optimal
operation of the SMT lines.
-Giving support to the SMT lines, pick and place machines, AOI,
printers paste, reflow ovens, paste inspection, conformal coating
dispenser.
-Provide solutions on failures and equipment maintenance, as well as
program updates and documentation.
-Settings of different platforms SMT machines (Hitachi Sanyo,JUKI,
Siemens Siplace,Cyberoptics,Parmi ) as well as creating programs in all
these platforms, including printers paste, AOI,SPI,conformal coating
dispenser,reflow.
-Optimization and balancing of lines for improved cycle times.
-Creating common setups for the optimization and change over.
-Analysis for implementation of new products as well as acquisition of
tooling required for future investments.
-Saving and storing the programs, documentation and other changes
according with the necessities to keep updated all the information for a
future audit.
-Give preventive and corrective maintenance of SMT equipment to keep
the equipment in the best status possible.
From 11/2011 to 05/2014
Zriba - Tunisia

LACROIX ELECTRONICS TUNISIA
SMT TECHNICIEN
- Set up, run, and maintain various machines for SMT processing and
inspection
-Perform routine preventative SMT machine maintenance.
- Monitor work performance relative to expectations and maintain
production workflow.
-Work in a fast-paced environment with fast changing priorities.
- Perform parts inventory duties including counting parts, setup, and
operation of SMT reel parts counter.

EDUCATION:
June 2010: Bachelor’s Degree in computer systems and software at the Institute of computer science of Mahdia (ISIMA).
June 2006: Technical High School Diploma in Nozha Zaghouan school.

HOBBIES
Hight Tec,Movies(MARVEL),Travel, cryptocurrency....

